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Dear Chairman Barker, Chairman Wilborn and Members of the Joint Committee:

I greatly appreciate the opportunity to express support for the Value Them Both Constitutional Amendment on behalf of Jayhawks for Life from the University of Kansas and the pro-life youth movement of Douglas County. We are a group of approximately 60 active students and countless supporters who are deeply interested in the question of life, and specifically the question of abortion as it relates to the Kansas State Constitution.

The ruling in Hodes & Nauser v. Schmidt last April has become a defining moment in our state, this state that we love. We know that unlimited abortion not only threatens the lives of incalculable children, but also hurts the mothers who feel pressured and cornered into the decision. We also know that without reasonable laws and restrictions—which are now in danger of being nullified due to the Court’s decision—Kansas may soon become a destination for unlimited abortion. This does not represent the wishes of the average American nor the average Kansan.

This is not what we want for Kansas today. More importantly, this is not what we want for Kansas in the future.

The Value Them Both Constitutional Amendment would restore the rightful role of the people of Kansas and their elected representatives to guide public policy on questions related to abortion. We support that it gives citizens a voice in this contentious debate, providing the majority with an opportunity to protect the most vulnerable members of our society – unborn children – as well as their mothers.

The Value Them Both Constitutional Amendment provides the people of Kansas the chance to extend the same rights and protections we demand for ourselves and which we demand for women in our society.

Please approve the Value Them Both Constitutional Amendment. Give us and others in Kansas the right to make decisions on this contentious issue.

Thank you for this opportunity and for all your work for the people of Kansas.

Ashley Sherrow
Lawrence, Kansas